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Executive Summary 
At the heart of much of the controversy over Microsoft’s impact on the software 
industry are conflicting views about the company’s record as an innovator. Here, we begin by 
distinguishing between invention, which is the creation of something new, and innovation, 
which is the commercialization of products or services not previously commercialized. We then 
examine several objective measures of Microsoft’s contributions to the innovative process. 
Finally, we offer highlights from a case study on the Developer Tools and Platforms group at 
Microsoft, which puts the evolution of Microsoft innovation in a more tangible context. 
We find that Microsoft has excelled as an innovator in the last decade, as measured by a 
variety of factors: R&D spending, patent activity, academic publication and product quality, 
with the latter measured by tallies of independent reviews. The case study strengthens this 
finding, suggesting that Microsoft’s Tools and Platforms group has been a key innovator in 
areas ranging from incremental compilers to web services, and that its development of better 
platforms has enabled thousands of other software companies to be better innovators in their 
own right.  Evidence Regarding Microsoft and Innovation  
Marco Iansiti and Josh Lerner 
April 2, 2002 
 
I.  Introduction 
Despite years of scholarly debate, the concept of innovation in high technology remains 
a contentious one. And nowhere has this debate been fiercer than when it has focused on 
Microsoft’s role in the software industry. Skeptics contend that Microsoft has not been 
particularly innovative itself. Moreover, they suggest that the firm’s business strategy has 
inhibited innovation by others. The company’s defenders argue that in order to survive in the 
dynamically competitive software industry, Microsoft must innovate to meet the needs of its 
customers and the developer community – and in the process it has driven innovation in key 
areas.  
But the debate over Microsoft’s role in software innovation has shed more heat than 
light for a number of reasons. First, the definition of innovation is hard to pin down, and is 
often confused with “invention.” Second, the debate has rarely been anchored in empirical 
evidence. Third, and perhaps most interesting, the nature of innovation in the computer industry 
has changed in the last few decades. Where it was once clearly linked to the actions of single 
firms (e.g., the emergence of the transistor from Bell Labs), innovation is now a more complex 
and decentralized process. And this makes it far more difficult to give credit where it is truly 
due. 2 
Here, we present a more rigorous analysis, first clarifying the definition of innovation 
and then offering a variety of measures of Microsoft’s contributions to the process. The final 
section attempts to penetrate the black box, highlighting examples of the way the company has 
translated new technology into commercial software. 
II.  Empirical Evidence of Innovation in the Software Industry 
A.  Defining and Understanding Innovation 
According to one dictionary, an invention is “an original contrivance or apparatus,” 
while an innovation refers to “something newly introduced…a change in the way of doing 
things.”
1 Scholars are inclined to make the distinction more tangible. An invention, we learn, is 
“an idea, a sketch or model for a new or improved device, product, process, or system,”
2 while 
innovation is the “use of new knowledge to offer a new product or service that customers 
want.”
3  
In essence, invention is the  creation  of something new, while innovation is the 
commercialization of something not previously commercialized. Thus while the measure of 
invention should be newness and creativity, the measure of innovation should be the impact of 
commercialization on people, organizations and society in general.  
                                                 
1Merriam-Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, Springfield, Mass: Merriam-Webster, 1997. 
2 Christopher Freeman, The Economics of Industrial Innovation, Cambridge, MIT Press, 1982, p. 7. 
3 Allan Afuah, Innovation Management, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998, p. 13.  3 
B.  Measuring Innovation in the Computer Industry 
No single measure can possibly capture as elusive a notion as the pace of innovation. 
Here we examine four different metrics: R&D spending, patent filings, academic publications, 
and independent ratings of products, each offering a different way of quantifying Microsoft’s 
commitment to innovation, and its associated impact.  
1.  R&D Investment 
Spending for research and development is an extra step removed from what we really 
want to know, quantifying inputs into the process of innovation rather than the output. Still, it 
may serve as a useful starting place: we would expect companies that spend more on research 
and development to produce more innovation. We compare R&D outlays by Microsoft for the 
period between 1992 and 2001 with those by a number of leading producers of software and 
hardware.
4,5 
Figure 1 shows that the pattern of in-house R&D spending underwent a sea change in 
the mid-1990s. In 1992, Microsoft spent about $6 billion less than IBM. But from 1995 to 2001 
Microsoft’s basic R&D outlays grew at an average annual rate of 31 percent, while basic R&D 
                                                 
4 Data based on Forms 10-K and 20-F filed with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). We 
identified firms for comparison by selecting the three largest firms by market capitalization in each of five 
computer-related four-digit SIC categories: 3571 (Electronic Computers), 3674 (Semiconductors and Related 
Devices), 7370 (Computer programming, data processing, and other computer related services), 7371 
(Computer Programming Services), and 7372 (Prepackaged Software). In a few cases, we were unable to obtain 
data for certain companies. 
5 R&D spending can be difficult to calculate, particularly in the software industry. Firms may differ in which 
expenditures get labeled as R&D expenses, and which are designated software development costs (which can be 
capitalized in some instances) or other charges. 4 
of other institutions in the sample grew at just 18 percent.
6 By 2001 the spending gap between 
Microsoft and IBM had narrowed to less than $1 billion and Microsoft spent $2.7 billion more 
than the weighted average of the other firms in the sample excluding IBM. 
 
Figure 2 shows the ratio of R&D spending to total firm revenues. Here, Microsoft is a 
clear leader, topped only by Texas Instruments in 2001. Over the last five years, Microsoft has 
consistently allocated more than 15 percent of its revenue to in-house research. And it has had 
the highest ratio of R&D to revenues among this group of companies in five out of the last ten 
years.  
                                                 
6 Intel’s R&D spending grew nearly as quickly as Microsoft’s. We weight the average growth rate using 2000 
revenue. Some companies did not report data for the whole period: AOL (1995-2000), eBay (1996-2000), BEA 
Systems (1997-2001), Infosys (1997-2001), and SAP AG (1995-2000). 







































Microsoft IBM Revenue-Weighted Average of Other Firms
 
Source:  10-K documents available at http://:www.sec.gov. 
Notes:  The average weights R&D expenditures by revenue in each year. The other firms in the sample 
include Sun (1992-2001), Oracle (1992-2001), Intel (1992-2001), AOL (1994-2000), Dell (1992-
2001), Compaq (1992-2001), Texas Instruments (1992-2001), eBay (1996-2000), BEA Systems 
(1997-2001), Infosys (1997-2001), and SAP AG (1995-2000). 5 
IBM, by comparison, lowered its R&D spending from 10 percent of revenue in 1992 to 
just over 6 percent in 2001. In 2001, Microsoft spent 17.3 percent of its revenue on R&D, while 
the revenue-weighted average for the other firms in the sample was just 7.9 percent. Not only 
has Microsoft consistently spent more on R&D as a percentage of revenue, but also it has 
continued to increase that percentage over time. Most other major players do not devote as 
much revenue to research and have not increased expenditures as dramatically. 
 











































Microsoft IBM Revenue-Weighted Average of Other Firms
 
Source:  10-K documents available at http://:www.sec.gov. 
Notes:  The average weights the ratio of R&D expenditures to revenue by revenue in each year. The other 
firms in the sample include Sun (1992-2001), Oracle (1992-2001), Intel (1992-2001), AOL (1994-
2000), Dell (1992-2001), Compaq (1992-2001), Texas Instruments (1992-2001), eBay (1996-
2000), BEA Systems (1997-2001), Infosys (1997-2001), and SAP AG (1995-2000). 6 
2.  Patents 
The idea of counting patents to assay innovation is an old one, dating back at least as far 
as the work of Jacob Schmookler in the 1960s.
7 It is now clear, however, that a small fraction 
of the patents account for the bulk of the value of patent portfolios: many filings are simply 
used to strengthen a firm’s position when negotiating licensing arrangements or litigating these 
awards in court. Hence, scholars have increasingly explored related measures.  
One focus has been on citations—references to patents in subsequent patent awards. 
Patent citations are made by the inventor at the time of the patent application, and often 
emendated and expanded by the patent examiner who reviews the application. Frequently cited 
patents generally have more impact on industry and are more valuable discoveries.
8  
We analyzed all U.S. patents awarded to Microsoft that are in the database maintained 
by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.
9 We then matched each Microsoft patent to another 
patent in the same technology category that was granted at roughly the same time.
10 
                                                 
7Jacob Schmookler, Invention and Economic Growth, Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1966. 
8Manuel Trajtenberg, “A Penny for Your Quotes: Patent Citations and the Value of Innovations,” Rand Journal of 
Economics, 21 (1990) 172-187. For a comprehensive overview of patent statistics as indicators of innovation, 
see Zvi Griliches, “Patent Statistics as Economic Indicators: A Survey,” Journal of Economic Literature, 28 
(1990) 1661-1707, or Adam B. Jaffe and Manuel Trajtenberg, Patents, Citations and Innovations: A Window on 
the Knowledge Economy, Cambridge, MIT Press, 2002. 
9This database is available on-line at  http://www.uspto.gov/patft/index.html. The citation, generality, and 
originality measures are taken from the National Bureau of Economic Research’s Patent Citation Master Data 
File. 
10 For each Microsoft patent, we identified the primary International Patent Classification (IPC) subclass 
associated with the patent, based on a highly detailed classification scheme employed by the World Intellectual 
Property Organization. To create a matched pair, we then identified the nearest patent (by number) not assigned 
to Microsoft with an assignment to the same IPC subclass. We chose the nearest patent so that the number of 
citations to the matching and Microsoft patents could be compared without having to introduce adjustments to 
control for the fact that patents issued at different times differ in the length of their citation periods. 7 
Table 1 reports the total number of citations, along with two alternative measures that 
adjust for self-citation. All three methods generate similar results: the Microsoft patents are 
cited considerably more frequently than those of the matching firms. The differences are large 
and statistically significant. 
Additional citation-based measures capture other aspects of innovation. “Generality” is 
defined as one minus the sum of the squared percentage of citations coming from each patent 
subclass. Thus, if patents from a wide range of fields subsequently cite the patent, the 
generality measure will be high—that is, close to one. By contrast, if the citing patents are 
concentrated in a single technology, the number will be close to zero.  
 
“Originality” is defined similarly, except that it refers to citations made in (rather than 
received by) the patent. If the patent makes reference to earlier patents in a wide variety of 
technology classes, it is defined as more original.  
Panels B and C compare patents by these two measures. Microsoft’s patents rank 
strongly on generality, scoring about 30 percent higher than the set of matching patents. The 
Table 1: Comparison of Matching Patents on Measures of Quality 
Panel A: Importance 
  Microsoft Patents  Matching Patents 
Without adjustment for self-citations  3.70  2.49 
Using low self-citation adjustment  3.63  2.43 
Using high self-citation adjustment  3.62  2.43 
Panel B: Originality 
  Microsoft Patents  Matching Patents 
Originality measure  0.44  0.47 
Panel C: Generality 
  Microsoft Patents  Matching Patents 
Generality measure  0.40  0.30 
 
Note: The table compares the two sets of patents on measures of importance, originality, and generality. 
(See the text for a discussion of each measure.) 8 
company’s patents score about 10 percent lower than the matches on originality, but this 
difference largely stems from the earliest years of the sample. For awards made since January 
1998, the originality of Microsoft’s patents has actually been slightly greater than those of the 
matching patents. 
3.  Publications 
Researchers frequently publish their findings in order to spur intellectual debate, thus 
building a platform for further discoveries. As a result, the volume of academic research 
publications can be viewed as a benchmark of innovative impact. We tracked academic 
research publications by Microsoft Research (MSR) from its inception in 1991 through 2000, 
comparing MSR’s output, as measured in number of computer science publications, to that of 
MIT, IBM, Oracle, Novell and Sun Microsystems.
11 
 Figure 3 shows that Microsoft’s publications grew dramatically across the decade. In 
fact, by 2000 Microsoft published more in the field of computer science than IBM or MIT. 
Note, moreover, that the publications covered both hardware and software: if software research 
alone were considered, Microsoft’s lead would be even greater. 
                                                 
11 The analysis relies on the Engineering Village and Web of Science online databases. 9 
 
Supporting evidence is found in an analysis of citations to Microsoft’s research 
publications, again an indicator of importance. Compared to articles published by other 
institutions in 1996, a higher percentage of Microsoft publications were cited by other 
academic works, Microsoft publications had the highest average number of citations per cited 
paper, and they had the highest maximum number of citations per paper.
12 
4.  Products 
Ultimately, innovation in the computer industry is about commercializing better 
products. We therefore chose to complement the other measures of innovation with rankings of 
commercial software by independent experts. 
                                                 
12 This series, however, is a highly noisy one due to the uneven distribution of citations. 
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Source:  Engineering Village online database. 10 
We selected  five  leading computer  magazines based on paid circulation  in 2000 – PC 
Magazine,  PC  World,  Computer  Shopper,  InfoWorld,  and  ComputerWorld  –  and  ranked 
software reviews from the first release of a Microsoft product until the present. We chose five 
Microsoft applications (Access, Excel, Money, PowerPoint, and Word), as well as Microsoft 
Office, Internet Explorer (IE), Microsoft server operating systems and Microsoft developer 
tools (in particular, Visual Basic and Visual Studio).
13  
We tracked software review “wins,” where a win is defined as being rated the best in its 
class.
14  Table  2 reports the number of wins by Microsoft software, along with wins by 
Microsoft as a percentage of total reviews and wins shared with other software products. Note 
that shared wins are also included in the first category, wins by Microsoft software.  
                                                 
13 This analysis is similar to one conducted in Stan Liebowitz and Stephen E. Margolis,  Winners,  Losers & 
Microsoft: Competition and Antitrust in High Technology, Oakland: The Independent Institute, 1999, Chapter 8. 
Since some of the computer magazines mentioned above do not review servers and developer tools we selected 
a slightly different set of magazines for these products. We looked at developer tools’ reviews in PC Magazine, 
PC World, InfoWorld and Dr. Dobb’s Journal, and at servers’ reviews in PC Magazine, PC Week, Network 
Computing, Network World, InfoWorld, Internet Week and ENT.  
14 We encountered several problems in collecting data from software reviews. Since we used electronic version of 
magazine issues, tables with numeric scores were omitted in some cases. This prevented us from reporting 
numeric scores for some software product versions. Second, since the Computer Select CDs covered the period 
from 1991 until 2001, we had to use the Nexis database for the period before 1991. Unfortunately, Nexis does 
not include PC World and Computer Shopper issues before 1991. Also, issues of ENT and Internet Week were 
not available before 1997, and issues of  Network Computing were not available before 1994. And last, we 
noticed that most reviews stop reviewing applications and developer tools separately around 1997, and review 
them as a part of suites. To compensate for this omission we looked at reviews for Microsoft Office from 1995 
until 2001 and for Visual Studio from 1997 until 2002. 11 
 
The Microsoft win rate is quite high, often over 70 percent.
15 Plainly Microsoft has the 
ability to systematically and successfully commercialize new technology  – the definition of 
innovation discussed above.  
III.  Microsoft as Innovator – A Case Study 
Qualitative accounts of innovation are no substitute for measurement, but can enrich our 
understanding of how and why innovation actually happens.
16 Our account focuses on a single 
                                                 
15 It is important to note that more reviews were available for earlier versions of IE that were inferior to Netscape 
browser than for IE 4.x-6.x versions that outperformed Netscape Navigator in all reviews starting 1997. This 
difference in the number of reviews accounts for low percentage of “wins” by IE.  




















Access  1992-1998  14  10  71%  2 
Excel  1988-1998  25  21  84%  5 
Money  1992-2001  24  5  21%  1 
PowerPoint  1990-1998  22  8  36%  2 
Word  1986-1998  30  27  90%  10 
Office  1994-2001  14  14  100%  0 









1993-2000  12  9  75%  2 
 
Note: * Reviews in which a Microsoft software product shared a win with another software product. 12 
group at Microsoft, Developer Tools and Platforms, which allows us to examine critical, long-
term connections between different Microsoft innovations.  
A.  1974 – 1990: Creating the Microsoft Programming Platform 
Tools and platforms are the heart and soul of Microsoft, reaching back to the first days 
of the company. Bill Gates and Paul Allen built the company on a vision of computing 
ubiquity, of “a computer on every desktop.” At the center of this vision was the idea that 
developer tools such as compilers for programming languages would be the critical levers for 
the broad diffusion of microcomputing.  
In 1976, Gates and Allen wrote a version of BASIC for the MITS Altair.
17 The core of 
this innovation was its efficiency—Gates still prides himself on how he was able to fit a fast 
version of BASIC in the very small memory available on the rudimentary computer. This 
innovation was augmented by the company’s early mastery of the “high volume/low price” 
software licensing business model whereby Microsoft licensed software at modest prices to a 
wide range of hardware manufacturers.
18 As a result, every major microcomputer of the time 
(including the TRS 80, Commodore 64, Apple II and MITS Altair) had Microsoft BASIC 
available.
19  
                                                                                                                                                           
16 Our evidence was gathered through field interviews with various developers and product managers at Microsoft, 
and was enriched and cross-checked by consulting various types of public sources. These included industry 
press, specifications and documents published by organizations such as the World Wide Web Consortium, as 
well as other historical accounts. 
17 “Microsoft Timeline,” available at http://www.microsoft.com/mscorp/museum/musTimeline.asp.  
18 Direct Testimony of Paul Maritz (public version), U.S. v. Microsoft, Civil Action No. 98-1233 (TPJ), January 
22, 1999, ¶¶ 124-134. 
19 See Andrea M. Marconi, “History of the BASIC Programming Language,” available at 
http://www.kbasic.org/1/history.php3 (accessed March 26, 2002). 13 
 Over the next seven years, Microsoft added interpreters for a host of programming 
languages, making it far easier to create powerful application software. And it was Microsoft’s 
innovations in programming languages for microcomputers that were responsible for the 
opportunity to license the DOS operating system to IBM.  
During this period, PC architecture was born, creating a hub that connected hardware 
with software applications through what are called application programming interfaces (APIs). 
This enabled a broad diversity of  hardware and a broad diversity of applications to work 
together. Mirroring its strategy with BASIC, Microsoft licensed MS-DOS to an increasingly 
large community of “IBM clone” makers, thus playing a key role in fostering the rise of the 
low-cost “IBM-compatible” computer. These actions gave rise to an unparalleled ecosystem of 
component and system vendors, application developers, and industry consultants.  
It was also during this time that the transition from character-based computing to 
mouse-driven graphical user interfaces began. Apple released the Macintosh, the first widely 
popular microcomputer featuring a graphical user interface (GUI), in early 1984.
20 In late 1985, 
Microsoft released Windows 1.0, a graphical user interface that ran on top of the MS-DOS 
operating system. Although it did not achieve widespread popularity until the release of 
Windows 3.0 in 1990, the first Windows began to bring graphical user interfaces to IBM-
compatible computers.
21 Meanwhile, Microsoft began to write graphical applications, releasing 
Word and Excel for the Macintosh in January 1985 and September 1985, respectively.  
                                                 
20 “The History of Windows,” PC Magazine, August 1998. 
21 Windows, however, was not the first GUI for MS-DOS. VisiCorp released VisiOn in 1983 and Digital Research 
released GEM in early 1985. Windows 1.0 was not released until November 1985. “The History of Windows,” 
PC Magazine, August 1998. 14 
When Borland introduced Turbo Pascal in 1983,
22 Microsoft responded by introducing 
its own “integrated development environment” (IDE) called QuickBASIC.
23 Then in 1987, 
Microsoft introduced a major innovation of its own with QuickBASIC 4.0.
24 It included what is 
known as the “p-code incremental compiler,” which processed software code word by word as 
it was written, providing instant error feedback to the developer.  
B.  1991 – 1997: Adding Libraries of Programming Components 
In 1991, Microsoft introduced one of its most successful “levers” in the form of Visual 
Basic 1.0, which combined a great IDE with a powerful set of application components.
25 This 
“component model” had an enormous impact, giving developers an extensive library of 
reusable programming components, known as “custom controls” to draw from.
26 Thereafter, a 
programmer needed to know very little about, say, handwriting recognition technology, in 
order to  include handwriting recognition functionality in applications. Visual Basic also 
combined this powerful engine with an easy-to-use visual editing environment called Visual 
Forms.
27 For the first time on an Intel-compatible machine, you could literally paint the user 
interface as you saw it.  
                                                 
22 Turbo Pascal combined a language compiler and a variety of other functions in a product that integrated the 
entire applications design process. “Borland Corporate Milestones,” available at 
http://www.borland.com/about/milestones.html.  
23 QuickBASIC 1.0 was released in 1985. 
24 See, e.g., Ethan Winer, “QB 4.0 compiles as you work, understands other languages,” PC Magazine, December 
8, 1987; Mike Todd, “Microsoft Quick Basic, Version 4.0,” InfoWorld, February 29, 1988.  
25 Data from Microsoft. 
26 For example, support for multimedia and handwriting recognition were released with the Professional Toolkit 
for Visual Basic 1.0 in March 1992. Stuart J. Johnson, “Visual Basic Toolkit Ships,” InfoWorld, March 16, 
2002. 
27 The product was partly drawn from Ruby Forms, which had been developed by Alan Cooper and which 
Microsoft acquired. 15 
Visual Basic changed the shape of the programming industry. Rather than writing a 
program from scratch, developers could leverage existing features and rapidly deploy these in 
an easy-to-use, graphical environment. Programming powerful GUI-based applications became 
much more efficient and much easier, encouraging independent software development and 
opening programming to a much larger community.  
The drive towards componentization at Microsoft extended beyond the Tools and 
Platforms group. At around the same time as the original efforts on Visual Basic, Microsoft’s 
“Object Linking and Embedding” (OLE) framework was starting to materialize from the 
Applications Architecture group. OLE integrated data across multiple applications like Word 
and Excel – easily combining, say, pictures and charts with text documents. 
These streams of work were integrated with the introduction of Visual Basic 4.0 in 
1995,
28 which combined custom controls with OLE and creating a software infrastructure that 
eventually became known as ActiveX.
29 These efforts were complemented by Microsoft’s work 
on the Component Object Model (COM), which provided a much deeper technological 
foundation for integrating application components. COM was extended by Distributed COM 
(DCOM), which enabled connections between server computers and remote PCs, thus leading 
to the rapid creation of networked applications.  
                                                 
28 Mitchell I. Kramer, “Visual Basic 4.0; New Features Make Visual Basic a Stronger Client/Server Tool,” Open 
Information Systems, December 1995 v10 n12. 
29 Tom Mace, “Microsoft Visual Basic 4.0: a Mix of Old and New,” PC Magazine, December 5, 1995. See also 
David Chappel and David S. Linthicum, “ActiveX Demystified,” Byte Magazine, September 1997, available at 
http://www.byte.com/art/9709/sec5/art1.htm (accessed March 26, 2002). About Active Server Pages see 
http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/default.asp?url=/library/en-
us/cdo/html/_olemsg_about_active_server_pages.asp (accessed March 26, 2002), and 
http://www.programmersresource.com/articles/whatisasp.asp (accessed March 26, 2002). 16 
Microsoft had provided a very powerful framework for reusing and integrating a wide 
variety of application  components that worked across desktops, corporate networks and the 
Web. Tens of thousands of software developers leveraged this framework to create a broad 
variety of applications, ranging from graphic imaging tools to product development 
management applications. 
Early in 1996, Microsoft made a crucial decision: rather than simply extend the code it 
licensed from Spyglass that had become Internet Explorer 2.0, the project team would redesign 
the Web browser to encompass its existing component model framework. Componentization 
was essential to making IE3 a platform for software that could be leveraged by third party 
developers, including AOL and Intuit. Netscape did not develop a comparable architecture for 
its Navigator browser, which limited its applicability and attractiveness to developers.
30  
C.  1996 – 2002: Extending Components with Web Services 
With the wide adoption of the Internet and the World Wide Web in the mid-1990s, the 
potential finally existed to create software applications that could integrate people and 
organizations in powerful ways. But this potential could not be realized without solving the 
problem of machine-to-machine integration. One of the greatest challenges in building 
information technology applications is the integration of data and p rograms captured in 
different formats and languages and spread across a wide variety of different computers.  
The eXtensible Markup Language (XML), first specified in late 1996, has now become 
central to the effort to surmount this challenge. Two Microsoft engineers participated in the 
                                                 
30 Darryl K. Taft, “Microsoft’s Chase: AOL held out to aid DOJ, Netscape,” InternetWeek, February 17, 1999, 
available at http://www.internetweek.com/news0299/news021799-5.htm  (accessed March 26, 2002). 17 
original working group for the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), while a third was one of 
the three authors of the next major draft of the specification.
31 More importantly, Microsoft 
played a key role in several innovations that leveraged XML in a variety of crucial applications, 
changing XML from a document presentation standard to a ubiquitous framework for machine-
to-machine integration. 
Efforts to create a framework for Web services were complemented by Microsoft’s 
continued focus on the creation of more powerful developer tools. The driving idea was to 
create a common design environment and a common engine that could run applications written 
in a variety of programming languages. And it came to fruition with the development of the 
Common Language Runtime (CLR), which is due to be shipped in the first service pack for 
Windows XP, and the completion of Visual Studio .NET, which was released in February 
2002.
32 The products support more than 20 commonly and not so commonly used languages, 
and allow programmers to use different languages for programming different parts of the same 
application. As a result, applications can begin to tap the true potential of the World Wide Web, 
achieving true integration among an incredibly diverse set of information technology 
environments. 
Stepping back, Microsoft’s Tools and Platforms group has contributed to innovation in 
two fundamental ways. First, it contributed directly to a number of important innovations, from 
incremental compilers to web services. Second, it has had an important indirect impact on 
                                                 
31 http://www.w3.org/TR/WD-xml-970807.  
32 Microsoft Corporation, “About the Common Language Runtime (CLR),” available at 
http://www.microsoft.com/partner/products/microsoftnet/CLRTechPage.asp; Microsoft Corporation, “Microsoft 
Launches X ML Web Services Revolution With Visual Studio .NET and .NET Framework,” Press Release, 
February 13, 2002, available at  http://www.microsoft.com/MSCorp/presspass/Press/2002/Feb02/02-
13RevolutionPR.asp. 18 
innovation, by creating and improving a powerful platform that now enables more than 20,000 
software companies to be better innovators in their own right. 
IV.  Conclusion 
Innovation is appropriately viewed as commercialization of new products that have a 
broad impact on the economy and the society. By this measure Microsoft is a major source of 
innovation in information technology. The company is a leader as measured by the metrics of 
spending on R&D, patent citations, academic publications and independent product reviews.  
Less concrete, but in some ways more impressive, evidence of Microsoft’s contribution 
comes from an examination of the company’s role in developing software tools and platforms. 
Microsoft’s innovations range from the internal creation of new technology (like the p-code 
incremental compiler) to its critical impact on external, industry-wide innovations like web 
services. While Microsoft’s approach to innovation may have been different from what we read 
in old accounts of DuPont and Bell Laboratories, it fit the nature of its turbulent industry, and 
had an enormous impact on the evolution of the software industry.  